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SNOWFLAKES

N.B. The scenes featuring students’ pastoral

meetings are taken verbatim from real students at

university and edited for context. However,

NAOMI’s narrative is fictional.

Throughout the play a GREEN CHAIR appears onstage,

distinct from the others only by being the colour

symbolic of mental health awareness. This

represents the empty chair of the suicide victim.

Characters interact with it but it is never sat

upon, symbolising their connections with mental

illness, but also demonstrating that it is often

something that is not noticed/addressed.
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ACT I

Scene One

A staffroom/office of a university. It is fairly

nondescript with five other staff members

(PATRICK, HELEN, DAVID, GAVIN, and JANE) seated at

desks, working, typing, eating, drinking coffee,

and occasionally chatting. The GREEN CHAIR is

placed inconspicuously by a desk.

A smartly-dressed man in his fifties enters,

showing in a younger woman carrying a rucksack and

paperwork. This is NAOMI LOCKE, a new lecturer in

her mid-twenties at her first full-time position

at a university. The man is the Head of

Department, PROFESSOR JEREMY GREENFELD. He leads

her to her new desk, speaking as they enter.

JEREMY

Department office. Desks, computers, coffee - you know

the drill. You can do introductions later. (Stopping at

a desk) This will be you. I.T. have set up your login

and email. Get yourself used to everything. I’ll send

over your list of personal tutees -

NAOMI

Oh, you already gave me my class lists.

JEREMY

Yes, these are your personal tutees. University policy

states that all students must have a personal tutor for

pastoral guidance and support throughout their learning

journey.

NAOMI

Good policy.

JEREMY

Hm. Staff meeting this afternoon - you’ll have an

email. Here is your ID card. If you need anything, I’ll

be in my office. Any questions?

NAOMI

(Brightly)

A million. But I’ll work it out. Thanks.

JEREMY exits. NAOMI sits down. PATRICK, a

forty-year-old tutor, walks over to her desk and

sticks out his hand to shake hers.

(CONTINUED)
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PATRICK

Patrick. Senior Lecturer. Did you enjoy your warm

welcome?

NAOMI

I assumed he’d defrost a bit once I started the job.

PATRICK

I haven’t seen him express human emotion in the five

years I’ve been here.

NAOMI

Ah, well I’m glad it’s not just me.

PATRICK

No, no, we have a theory that he must be some kind of

cyborg.

NAOMI

That’ll explain that empty look in his eyes.

PATRICK

(chuckling)

No, that’s just what bureaucracy does to you. Give it

ten years and that’s what you’ll see when you look in

the mirror.

NAOMI

Brilliant, I look forward to it. I’m Naomi by the way.

PATRICK

Naomi. Good to have you on-board. First time lecturing?

NAOMI

Yep. Well, full-time anyway. I’ve done some here and

there. I’ve never been a personal tutor though.

PATRICK

(scoffs)

Oh I wouldn’t worry about doing too much for that.

NAOMI

Oh?

PATRICK

Nah, it’s the marking that’ll kill you.

NAOMI

But what exactly does being a personal tutor involve?

PATRICK

Oh, it’s essentially just listening to the students go

on and on about how stressed they are. How they’re

(CONTINUED)
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special snowflakes who deserve special treatment. It’s

easy to deal with. You either tell them to get the fuck

on with it, grow up, or pull their socks up - depending

on what grades they’re getting.

NAOMI

I’m sorry?

PATRICK

If they’re failing, tell them to put in more effort, or

to go to the special help teams - dyslexia support, all

that jazz. If they’re moaning about unfair marking when

they’re getting 2:2s or 2:1s, tell them to get over

themselves and accept that they’re not as extraordinary

as school made them believe - although probably best to

dress that up a bit. If they’re getting firsts and

complaining about how stressed they are, tell them to

have a pint and get a life.

NAOMI

You’re joking?

PATRICK shrugs. He keeps his cool throughout their

conversation, unaffected as he teaches NAOMI ’the

way it is’.

PATRICK

They’re not always like that. Seminars and all the

study-related tutorials are fine, but being a personal

tutor is a ball-ache.

NAOMI

What about students with mental health conditions or

learning difficulties? Or the students who have really

difficult things going on in their personal lives? We

need to support them or -

PATRICK

Look, everyone has things happening in their personal

lives. The difference is, we deal with it ourselves.

Students need to learn to do the same.

NAOMI

But shouldn’t we help them with that?

PATRICK

Mollycoddling doesn’t help anyone. And, there isn’t

time in the day to be honest with you. We’re here to

teach them and help them get a degree. That’s enough

work as it is. Coffee?

(CONTINUED)
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NAOMI

(bewildered)

Um, thanks.

Scene Two

A first year student, ALICE, sits on a chair stage

right. She is in a pastoral meeting, speaking to

an unseen figure. She is light-hearted and smiley,

but also quite manic.

ALICE

When I was younger, I had an issue where I couldn’t go

to bed without stroking the top of the door. I had to

stroke the top of my door and I also had to stroke the

doors downstairs sometimes and I couldn’t sleep unless

I’d done it.

I’d also have to tell my parents if I wasn’t asleep and

they were going to bed. I couldn’t sleep otherwise.

Every time I brushed my teeth I had to turn the tap

off. I’m pretty sure I turned it on and then would have

to turn it off super tight.

If I went into a shop and I saw something that was out

of line, I’d have to line it up but then go back and

move it back to how it was before, in case someone saw

that I’d lined it up, and then wipe my fingerprints off

it in case somebody traced it back to me... which is

something that was quite annoying - especially if you

go into a shop and everything’s out of place because,

you know, you can’t go around lining everything up -

but it would really stress me out.

But then my mum got quite cross with me about it, like

especially me getting up at night because she obviously

needs to sleep, so she... I think she was the person

who kind of snapped my brain out of it. She was like

’only ill people do this. You’re going to end up as

some really old person in a mental home’, and she was

quite harsh about it. But that was the best way to deal

with it I think because I was like ’I don’t want that

to happen’. And I kind of rectified myself and went to

the complete opposite and just didn’t give a shit about

it.

Everybody’s brains work differently and my mum

obviously knows how my brain works really well because,

you know, I’ve grown up with her, and if that approach

was taken to somebody else, I think it could probably

make them a lot worse than how they already were.

That’s why it’s really difficult to help people because

it’s obviously different for everyone. If I’d been

(CONTINUED)
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mollycoddled I’d probably be worse now than I had been

then.

Scene Three

The staffroom/office later the same day. PROFESSOR

JEREMY GREENFELD stands in front of the gathered

LECTURERS to address them for the staff meeting.

He pulls the GREEN CHAIR towards him but instead

of sitting, stands behind to lean on it.

JEREMY

Yes, thank you all for coming. I know you’re all busy

preparing for the new term and anxious to hear more

about the policies for the year ahead. Unfortunately,

the agenda for today has been interrupted by some very

grave news.

It is my sad responsibility to inform you all that one

of our students, Andrew Graham, who would have been

returning next week to complete his final year of study

here, took his own life over the summer.

The LECTURERS react in horror.

JANE

No...

HELEN

Oh, how awful.

JEREMY

I regret that I did not personally know the late Andrew

but, by all accounts, he was a bright, popular, and

promising young man, and will be sorely missed. His

family have asked that the university inform all staff

and students.

Of course, as the tutor role also entails pastoral

support and signposting, you will all be required to

make yourselves available as a point of contact to any

student affected by Andrew Graham’s death, should they

wish to discuss it. We would much rather this be

avoided in future.

If you’ll excuse me...

JEREMY exits.

The LECTURERS are left in sad silence for a

moment.

(CONTINUED)
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HELEN

That poor boy. I taught him last semester. Sweet as

anything...

DAVID

Fiercely intelligent lad too. He wasn’t afraid to

contradict you.

GAVIN

I’d never have thought he was having a rough time.

HELEN

Never.

NAOMI

He didn’t show any signs?

GAVIN

Nothing out of the ordinary. He was, what, twenty? They

all have their dramas and quiet days at that age.

PATRICK

They don’t all kill themselves though, do they? What

possessed him to do that?

HELEN

Patrick.

DAVID

Clearly the boy was struggling, Pat. We don’t know what

with -

PATRICK

There’s always something.

NAOMI

Did he not talk to anyone? He must have had one-to-one

tutorials or something? Pastoral meetings...

JANE, his personal tutor, struggles to hold back

tears.

JANE

I didn’t know - he didn’t - he never came to any of the

meetings. How could I have -?

DAVID

No, come on. It’s not your fault.

JANE

I should have -

(CONTINUED)
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HELEN

There’s only so much you can do in those meetings,

Jane. You couldn’t have saved him.

GAVIN

It happened over summer - we don’t know what went on

then...

PATRICK

Yeah, out of term, out of mind.

DAVID

Show some compassion, Patrick. Jesus.

PATRICK

What? I’m just saying, he chose to do it. No-one made

him, no-one else is responsible. We have to just move

on.

DAVID

Fucking hell -

NAOMI

Of course someone is responsible, we’re all

responsible!

GAVIN

No one’s to blame here -

NAOMI

No, of course not, I’m not saying that. It’s no one’s

fault that Andrew died, not Jane’s, not his family’s,

not anyone’s. But aren’t we still at least partly

responsible for our students’ well-being? That’s our

job -

PATRICK

It’s not what I signed up for. And I doubt it’s what

most of you signed up for. Enjoy having even more

fucking support meetings. (To NAOMI) Get back to me

when you’ve been here longer than five minutes and

we’ll see how you feel then. I need a cigarette.

PATRICK exits.

DAVID

Fuck me...

HELEN

(to NAOMI)

Well said... Remind me of your name, dear?

(CONTINUED)
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NAOMI

Naomi Locke. Not quite how I expected to introduce

myself or start my first day.

HELEN

Well, it’s good to have you as back-up.

JANE

What do we do now?

DAVID

Carry on. Best we can.

They move back to their desks, somberly.

Scene Four

A twenty-year-old male student, MARK, sits in a

chair, stage right, facing the audience and

sipping from a takeout coffee cup. He is

neuro-typical, laid-back, and unendingly kind. In

another chair, stage left, a twenty-year-old

female student, AMELIA, sits fidgeting. She is

high-functioning, intelligent, but severely ill.

They are attending separate pastoral meetings that

play out alongside each other.

AMELIA

I don’t tend to explain a lot of it to people until

things are going wrong... which is probably a problem

but I just... it doesn’t come up.

MARK

I think I understood it as a legitimate thing from

quite a young age, I don’t know exactly when.

AMELIA

I think I have a lot of unresolved issues with wanting

to be like this super high-functioning person even when

I’m really ill.

MARK

I definitely never considered it - I never considered

it... I suppose it’s wrong to say I never considered it

different from physical illness because it is, but I

don’t think I ever considered it lesser or unworthy of

treatment.

AMELIA

I think it’s really difficult to understand exactly

what I’m experiencing.

(CONTINUED)
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MARK

I mean, that’s a big fucking question. I don’t think I

could answer what my understanding was in general.

AMELIA

Just because it’s not that common and it’s not even

something where the media portrays it that accurately

so it’s really difficult for anyone to actually get a

grasp of how that might feel.

MARK

It’s like asking me to understand disease in general,

like I can tell you about cancer, I can tell you about

malaria, and I can tell you about the common cold,

individually.

AMELIA

Like, even during my initial assessment, the doctor

told me he hadn’t treated a case like mine for twenty

years and didn’t know how to do it.

MARK

But I don’t really understand what you mean by

’understand mental health’.

AMELIA

To people who find out that I’m struggling I give them

my specific diagnoses, so I will say I have depression

and anxiety, and dissociative identity disorder.

MARK

That’s not to pick your question apart, I’m being a

dick.

AMELIA

Dissociative identity disorder (D.I.D) carries a

complex set of symptoms that occur due to early

childhood trauma which includes having multiple parts.

MARK

Yeah, what you wanted to know was my experience with

mental illness.

AMELIA

For me, it’s really variable, like I have good days and

bad days.

MARK

In the three shitty months I was having a very

stressful time.

(CONTINUED)
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AMELIA

On good days it might be a lot of self questioning,

being unsure of what people are thinking of me - but

like really ruminating on it and just consistently

thinking about it for the entire day. I’ll really

struggle to focus because, even on my best days, I

don’t feel that connected to reality. I won’t notice

that people are talking to me because I just don’t have

that sensory input going on. It’s like having something

obscuring your field of vision.

MARK

I don’t know, it affected my social life quite a lot,

um... But I probably needed to calm down a bit anyway.

(Laughs). You know how uni can be.

AMELIA

And if I fuck up in some way, then I’m gone for the

rest of the day. I can’t deal with the idea that I’ve

messed something up.

MARK

But yeah, it would be a lie to say that I wasn’t

freaked out by it.

AMELIA

On bad days, I don’t know that a day has passed.

Pause.

On days when my depression is really bad, I can’t get

out of bed. On days when my anxiety is really bad, I

can’t get out of bed.

MARK

I don’t know, I don’t wanna moan and be like ’ahh it

probably affected my grades’ because my grades were

good anyway. (Sarcastically) Aren’t I incredible?

AMELIA

I remember sitting down to do an essay and I was like

I’ll care the night before the deadline and I can write

a good essay the night before the deadline, and I

stayed up all night and waited to have the motivation

and it got to past the deadline and I still didn’t have

the motivation to do it. And, you know, I’m a really

academic person, so academia is really important to me,

and I couldn’t even care about that.

MARK

I was quite stressed because I was obviously taking the

role of carer effectively, and that can be quite

intense with someone who has some suicidal... Is

ideation the right word to use here?

(CONTINUED)
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AMELIA

So I got really, really ill and just wanted to end it.

And I was used to wanting to end it.

MARK

Yeah. That can be hard to cope with because it’s hard

to hear that from someone you care about and yeah you

can’t really reason with someone who’s saying that

either.

AMELIA

I was very, very energetically suicidal for like six

weeks and that was really, really difficult for my

friends to handle. Because, you know, we’re all in our

twenties..

MARK

You kind of just have to be comforting and do the best

you can and be around and distract as much as you can.

AMELIA

No one should ever have to know how to deal with that

situation but especially twenty-year-olds shouldn’t

have to know how to deal with that situation.

MARK

And it doesn’t always help but sometimes it does.

END OF EXTRACT.


